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Rock Valley Community School District in Iowa relies on edWeb.net to support its professional development program for teachers. Their program embodies four of the key features identified by educational researchers as characterizing both high quality professional learning experiences, the effective design of online communities for teachers, and best practices for integrating informal online professional learning with formal district professional development. In each case, edWeb.net provides critical support that empowers Rock Valley leaders to implement research-based practices.

This case study explains each of these key practices and shows how they align with the research base. Information about the Rock Valley professional development program comes from review of Rock Valley’s edWeb.net community content and interviews with the district leader responsible for it and with two elementary school teachers who have participated in it, one in her second year in the classroom and a second with more than two decades of experience. The characteristics of effective professional development described are from a recent synthesis of research to date performed by the Learning Policy Institute (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner, 2017). The characteristics of effective online communities and effective integration of informal and formal professional learning draw on research conducted and synthesized by the U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Educational Technology (Cambridge, 2014; Cambridge & Nussbaum-Beach, 2014).

Professional development at Rock Valley

Rock Valley Community School District employs 65 teachers who serve 850 students. The student population is growing, in part because of a recent influx of Hispanic agricultural workers. The district has a growing special needs population. The district elementary, middle, and high school are co-located in a single building, allowing for increased differentiation, co-curricular learning opportunities, and occasions for younger students to learn from their older peers. The district went one-to-one five years ago. Each student in grades 1 through 3 has an iPad, and in grades 4 through 12 a laptop, to use throughout the school day.

Teacher Leadership and Compensation (TLC), an Iowa state-wide program that allows teachers to take on leadership responsibilities, provides funding to staff the district’s leadership team. Rachel Langenhorst is among the district leaders whose responsibility it is to develop the professional development programs the district uses. Through TLC, experienced teachers are now serving as instructional coaches in areas where the district sees opportunities to strengthen instruction, such as instructional technology, English as a Second Language, and data analysis.

Through the professional development program, each teacher develops a yearly professional development plan that sets goals for building new knowledge and applying it in the classroom. The plan guides their participation in ongoing professional learning activities, such as participating in webinars, testing out new strategies, or...
receiving coaching. This ongoing learning is punctuated by periodic, more intensive learning experiences, such as Rocket University—an in-house conference where teachers choose from a large list of sessions led by other teachers, leaders, and local and regional experts—and in-service days that include “personalized PD days.” As detailed in the following sections, edWeb.net plays a central role in each of these types of professional learning activities.

Together, these edWeb-supported activities exemplify four of the key characteristics of an effective professional learning program identified by LPI as supported by rigorous research. They are content-based, employ active learning, embrace collaboration, and are of a sustained duration. As summarized in Table 1, each of these characteristics aligns both with one of the key elements of effective online communities for teachers and with a principle for integration of online, informal professional learning with formal professional development programming.

**Content-based professional development through edWeb.net resources applied to instruction**

Professional development is most effective when it focuses on instructional strategies tied to the specific goals of the curriculum (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner, 2017). Online communities support content-based professional learning by providing learning opportunities and resource repositories indexed to such strategies (Cambridge, 2014). Combining these online resources with face-to-face professional learning activities such as instructional coaching has the potential to dramatically improve teaching and learning (Cambridge & Nussbaum-Beach, 2014).

All of Rock Valley’s professional development activities focus on the specific challenges of instruction within teachers’ content areas. According to Langenhorst, teachers have a “serious need” for information from “real experts” they can apply directly to the challenges they face helping students meet learning goals. Often, teachers need help developing interventions and accommodations for struggling students, adapting instruction to English Language Learners (ELLs), and integrating technology effectively.

edWeb.net powerfully supports Rock Valley’s content focus with its edWebinars™. Through a wide range of communities, edWeb hosts several edWebinars each week, which Langenhorst reports are often led by “high profile, well-known experts with a track record.” When teachers join communities on edWeb.net, they receive regular updates about edWebinars and other new activities and resources. Kathy McGill, a third-grade teacher nearing retirement, adds that unlike others in which she has participated that were “too academic,” edWeb’s webinars feature “specific instructional ideas, not just background.”

All edWebinars are recorded, yielding an extensive archive available to Rock Valley teachers in addition to edWeb’s live offerings. For example, McGill has focused much of her recent professional learning on improving reading instruction, seeking to make it more individualized, hold students accountable for their independent reading, and help improve fluency. There are five edWeb.net communities explicitly focused on literacy.

1. Rock Valley’s professional development enacts the other three key characteristics identified by the Learning Policy Institute—modeling, coaching, and reflection—as well. This report focuses on the subset of professional learning activities within which edWeb.net plays the most integral role.
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edWeb.net makes it possible for Rock Valley to conduct “individualized PD days” through the district’s Rocket University community, an innovative approach to in-service days. Using a digital template Langenhorst created, teachers share their goals and areas of focus on edWeb.net at the beginning of the day, spend three hours individually investigating, and then share the results of their inquiry on Rock Valley’s edWeb community discussion forum. Teachers often watch edWebinars but also read books and articles, access instructional materials available elsewhere online, or even visit other nearby schools, synthesizing these sources in their online reports.

Lanae Faber is a second-grade teacher in her second year of service. She loves how the structure of the individualized PD activities allows her to investigate topics the demands of teaching otherwise make it difficult to learn about in-depth—“When would I ever have time to look into that?”—and then to apply the fruits of her inquiry with her students right away. Most recently, she evaluated strategies for wording instructions and feedback to increase students’ responsiveness and avoid discouragement. She combined review of edWeb online resources with reading the book Choice Words (Johnson, 2003).

Collaboration that builds knowledge and makes collective decisions

The active professional learning activities Rock Valley teachers use edWeb.net to perform are also collaborative. Collaboration is key to realizing professional learning’s potential to systemically improve instruction (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner, 2017). Collaboration is supported most fully in online communities when leadership roles are distributed across the membership (Cambridge, 2014), and this combination of shared expertise and authority maximizes the value of a district’s talent (Cambridge, 2014).
When teachers complete their individual inquiries on Rocket University, they report back what they learned and share their implementation plans on edWeb.net, getting feedback from peers. Langenhorst actively facilitates and participates in these discussions, but each teacher takes primary responsibility for moderating the discussion of their work. This interaction benefits both the teacher conducting the inquiry, who becomes the group’s authority on the topic, and the group discussing it. McGill reports that comments she has received from other teachers have triggered new ideas for her, leading to a collaborative process of “online brainstorming” in the discussion forum. In reviewing and commenting on others’ reports, she’s “always found four or five things” where she thought “oh, hey, that’s a great idea,” many of which she then tried in her classroom.

These conversations between teachers often go deeper than just information exchange. For example, Faber’s most recent personalized PD project was to learn how better to manage explosive children, a focus triggered by the challenge raised by a particularly difficult student. She watched an edWebinar, read several articles, and shared common themes that emerged across them in her report, including that “when a volatile child acts appropriately, that behavior must be praised and reinforced.” Another more experienced teacher suggested that, while this may be generally true, in her experience different strategies are needed for different children, and what worked one day may not work the next. A third teacher agreed, but offered a different generalization: “What I learned the most though, was the fact that each student would flourish in their own way, if they could have a mutual respect for you.” This principle affirms both the need for praise Faber notes as a common theme in the literature and the need for ongoing adaptation her colleague suggests. Together, these three teachers are not just sharing but also creating pedagogical knowledge.

These individual decisions about practice can lead to systemic changes. In an earlier personalized PD day, Faber investigated guided math. Sharing the results of her inquiry got other teachers interested sufficiently that her principal sent her to a conference on this differentiation approach. Guided math is now being used by her whole grade level team.

**Sustained development through personal learning plans linked to activities in edWeb.net**

In addition to being focused on content through active and collaborative activities, professional development is most effective when it is sustained in duration (Darling-Hammond, Hyler, and Gardner, 2017). One key way that online communities achieve sustained engagement is through activities that produce tangible products (Cambridge, 2014). These activities have the most impact on teaching and learning when they are integrated with the district’s continuous improvement processes, including teacher evaluation and recognition systems (Cambridge & Nussbaum-Beach, 2014).

Rock Valley’s professional learning activities all connect to teachers’ professional
learning plans (PLPs). Each teacher creates a plan each year setting goals for learning and improvement. Mid-year and end-of-year reviews track progress towards these goals. McGill’s PLP this year focuses on using iPads with struggling readers. Teaming up with another teacher with similar goals, McGill examined the efficacy of apps she learned about through edWebinars and discussions, including ones offering access to audio books, supporting paired reading, and measuring fluency in real time. Each activity yields reports published on edWeb.net with links to related resources and archived discussions. The Rocket University community currently includes three-years-worth of these products, which are easily searchable.

edWeb.net also contributed to sustained professional learning through a “Pajama PD day.” When a large snowstorm threatened a planned in-service day with cancellation, Langenhorst’s creative use of edWeb.net in conjunction with other online tools enabled teachers to learn from home in a manner that very well may have been more powerful than if they had been able to meet face-to-face. Through self-paced and real-time activities coordinated through the district’s edWeb community, teachers engaged in collaborative inquiry and reflected on what they had learned. McGill reports that she was surprised to be engaged and active throughout the day, reading articles and talking with others on the discussion forum. “I just had fun. No carrots and sticks.” She appreciated the added frankness she attributes to the online environment. “People are more willing to say what they think when they’re typing.”

The value of edWeb.net to Rock Valley

edWeb.net has made it possible for Rock Valley Community School District to put a professional development program into place that embodies many of the features most important for improving instruction. Langenhorst acknowledges that some of the activities could have been supported using general-purpose tools, such as Google Docs, and some do incorporate such tools. However, she says that she would gladly pay for edWeb.net because it provides a central hub through which to link together a “hot mess” of free tools. It offers an intuitive interface, keeps everything in one place, and offers extensive community administration options.

edWeb.net enables leaders to design and deliver professional development programming that exemplifies much of what we know from research to be effective in transforming instructional practice to accelerate student growth. Rock Valley teachers benefit from edWebinar content aligned with their goals for instructional improvement they can use right away in their classrooms. The school year is punctuated with intensive active, collaborative learning activities that are structured and documented on edWeb.net. These are tied to continuous improvement through each teachers’ professional learning plans and their collective decisions about instructional strategies, some of which are also made on the platform. Rock Valley’s Individualized PD Day and Rocket University experiences are shared with their AEA as well as their school board to further increase communication and common goals.

Other districts would do well to build on Rock Valley’s example of how best to use edWeb.net to support powerful professional development grounded in research on how teachers learn.
## Table 1: How research supports key features of the Rock Valley PD program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best Practices</th>
<th>Rock Valley practice</th>
<th>edWeb.net support</th>
<th>Effective professional development</th>
<th>Effective online community for teachers</th>
<th>Effective integration of informal online and formal PD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry process</td>
<td>Access to expertise (members and presenters)</td>
<td>Active learning</td>
<td>Structured activities</td>
<td>Research-based</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting out and back, making collective decisions about practice</td>
<td>Discussion and sharing tools. Support with logistics, modeling of moderation</td>
<td>Collaboration</td>
<td>Distributed leadership</td>
<td>Taps local expertise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive and ongoing, linked to personal development plan</td>
<td>Automatic updates, persistent record in central space</td>
<td>Sustained duration</td>
<td>Tangible products</td>
<td>Aligns with continuous improvement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Correlation to Research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock Valley practice</th>
<th>edWeb.net support</th>
<th>Key studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focused on individual instructional goals</td>
<td>Access to content: edWebinars repository of related resources</td>
<td>Booth, 2012; Carroll, et. al., 2003; Chen &amp; Whinston, 2011; Gray, 2004; Heller, et. al., 2012; Penuel, Gallagher, &amp; Moorthy, 2011; Roth, et. al., 2011; Shaha &amp; Ellisworth, 2013; Vavasseur &amp; MacGregor, 2008; Wenger, White, and Smith, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry process</td>
<td>Access to expertise (members and presenters)</td>
<td>Barab, MaKinster &amp; Scheckler, 2003; Chen, Chen, &amp; Tsai, 2009; Duncan-Howell, 2010; Fishman, et. al., 2013; Garet, et. al., 2001; Greenleaf, et. al., 2011; Killion, 2013; Kleickmann, et. al., 2016; Supovitz, J. A., Mayer, D. P., &amp; Kahle, J. B., 2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting out and back, making collective decisions about practice</td>
<td>Discussion and sharing tools. Support with logistics, modeling of moderation</td>
<td>Allen, et. al., 2011; Babinski, Jones, &amp; DeWert, 2001; Bourhis, Dubé, &amp; Jacob, 2005; Buczynski &amp; Hansen, 2010; Gairín-Sallán, Rodríguez-Gómez, Armengol-Asparó, 2010; Gareis &amp; Nussbaum-Beach, 2007; Hur &amp; Brush, 2009; Meissel, Parr, &amp; Timperley, 2016; National Center for Literacy Education, 2013; Prestridge, 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensive and ongoing, linked to personal development plan</td>
<td>Automatic updates, persistent record in central space</td>
<td>Allen, et. al., 2015; Blitz, 2013; Darling-Hammond, et. al., 2009; Farooq, et. al., 2007; Hew &amp; Hara, 2007; Hickey, et. al., 2017; Johnson &amp; Fargo, 2014; Weiss &amp; Pasley, 2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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